Close to Home

Ararat River Hot Spots
Just past the bridge

Access point

Fish below the bridge
Go Down and Across
To access the deeper water
Only thigh deep
Follow the Greenway Downstream

When you come to this marker
Go down to the river
One path on left
Another a little farther along the Greenway
Deep Run on the Far Side

There was a shoal (gravel bar) in the middle of the river

Access is down stream from this photo and back up

There is a BIG rock upstream to the left
Thayer Park Access

New steps to the water

Seems like BRTU is not the only one with wash outs
Thayer Park Access

Except for the last two or three granite blocks to the left, these are normally out of the water.

The seam you see almost always holds fish.

Heavily fished.

I normally walk the Greenway downstream a good ways and start looking for paths down to the water.
Riverside Park

Park close to the bridge

Bridge separates Supported from Delayed Harvest (Upstream/Downstream)

Follow the Greenway downstream

You’re getting close when you see this marker

The Beach is only another curve ahead
The Beach
I think this is a summertime swimming hole
The Beach

Head of pool
The Beach
Long deep run on the far side